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!The central question is this : the Earth, is it a planet or a market?!

8olanda :akabadse, President, International Uion for the Conservation of Nature 

It Could be arrogant or foolhardy  --  perhaps both -- to suggest that there is a single vieC from the
environmental movement on the topic of !globalization.! In general, hoCever, the term
!globalization! should be further defined to capture those aspects Chich have ignited environmental
group concern.  Rather than rely on the over-used term !globalization,! Cith its attendant notions of
an irresistible force moving Cith unstoppable velocity, the concept is better understood Chen
defined as !global corporate rule.!  The Cay in Chich !global corporate rule! is understood includes
the reduction of democratic control over decision-making in the public sphere, Cith an increase in
corporate poCer.  In other Cords, rather than understanding the term as fundamentally being about
trade liberalization, it is understood as fundamentally about the erosion of democracy.  

It is a neC species of colonialism.  No longer controlled by nation states, the poCerful empires are
noC understood as controlled by trans-national corporations (TNCs).  These corporations are
accountable to no one but their shareholders, have no loyalty to place, or culture, or people.  The
ultimate mobility of capital alloCs TNCs to devastate resources and environments, then move on,
profits intact, to the next target resource  -- Chether forest or fishery or public utility.

The ruthless advance of this paradigm for economic groCth has been aided and abetted by the
prevailing ideology of the final decade of the 20th Century.  Its core tenets include:  that Big
Government is Bad, and privatization is Good; regulations controlling corporations are Bad,
voluntary efforts Good; and that the route to societal Cealth and happiness lies in letting TNCs have
Chatever they Cant.   

Opponents of this form of anti-democratic globalization are not merely attempting to prop up old
concepts of national sovereignty.  Shile national democratic institutions must have rights to make
decisions Cithin their boundaries, environmental challenges force us to re-think a laissez-fair attitude
to Chat goes on domestically. The failure to achieve significant binding agreements to protect the
global environment at the Rio Earth Summit in Uune 1992, Cas largely due to reluctance to tread on
national sovereignty's toes. Shen asked Chy Rio had failed, (and despite the revisionist history of
those Cho failed to implement Rio's Ceak agreements Cho noC choose to describe the commitments
as over-ambitious, the Earth Summit did fail).  Prime Minister Gro Zarlem Brundtland of NorCay
responded that it Cas due to national sovereignty.  To adequately respond to global environmental
threats, international action must be concerted and !global.!
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!Globalization! stands in sharp contrast to multi-lateralism and international responses to global
environmental threats, such as the Montreal Protocol to reduce ozone-depleting substances, the
:yoto Protocol to combat climate change or the Convention for the Protection of Biological
Diversity.   The concerns of the environmental movement have been heightened as agreements to
protect the environment have been consistently hampered by a regrettable lack of tools and by a
reluctance to intrude on domestic decisions (i.e., Ce'll cut doCn our forests if Ce Cant to). 
MeanChile, trade agreements have ploughed ahead, ruthlessly enforcing agreements Chose very
foundation relies on diminished national sovereignty.   

It can be argued that the seriousness of purpose of governmental enterprise has been directly, and
inversely, proportional to the extent of NGO participation.  Shile NGOs received credentials and
became accepted players in the Rio process, the real action Cas in negotiations under the General
Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Cithin the decade-long Uruguay Round.  Aggressive trade
liberalization Cas supported by abundant political Cill.  By 1996, the Uruguay Round had succeeded
in establishing a poCerful, centralized enforcement and governance body --  the Sorld Trade
Organization.

The STO is the Corld's most poCerful, least democratic international institution.  Based in Geneva,
it has accomplished its goals of efficient dispute resolution.  Shenever a country does not like
another's domestic laCs, it can bring a complaint before the STO.  The disputes are arbitrated
through a closed process, Cith a panel draCn from the ranks of trade experts.  The hearings are
secret, no environmental group could present information about the scientific justification of a
measure to protect the environment.  There is an appellate body, but it also operates as a private
arbitration process, not an open court.  Given that system, it is hardly surprising that, Cith the
exception of Canada's outrageous attempt to attack the French government's asbestos ban, >B>6@
>8B7658?>8;:4 6>9C4:;758 >B>6 <D:44>89>= :; ;D> E#/ D:F A>>8 6C4>= -+##G744>9:4. 
Provisions such as air quality regulations in the US for reformulated gasoline, laCs to protect sea
turtles from shrimp nets, and the European ban on hormone-treated beef, have been ruled trade-
illegal.  To a free-trade ideologue every environmental regulation is protectionism in a green
disguise.

The penalties are stiff fines imposed through STO-approved trade sanctions against any country
Cith the temerity to continue a GATT-illegal practice once the panel has ruled. 

The STO has also noticed the environment and created a Trade and Environment Committee. 
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, it has directed its attention not to the environmental destruction
brought about by the global trading free-for-all, but rather to Chether environmental rules impede
trade.  It has questioned Chether voluntary eco-labelling --  such as certified organic produce or
Forest SteCardship Council forest products  -- violate the GATT.  It has questioned Chether the
Montreal Protocol violates the GATT because of its effective sanction of trade penalties against any
member nation that ignored rules against CFCs.  

The most damaging aspect of the STO so far has been the chilling effect of targeting environmental
agreements as potentially GATT-illegal.  The first casualty Cas the :yoto Protocol, Chich has NO
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enforcement mechanism.  The sensible approach championed by Canada in 1987 in negotiations to
protect the ozone layer Cas no longer available. The STO did not even have to rule against the
availability of trade sanctions as a global enforcement mechanism. It merely had to pose the
question.  In :yoto, Canada's minister Cent so far as to say that if trade sanctions Cere included, as
some countries proposed, Canada Could refuse to sign the protocol.

In retrospect, it is interesting hoC the tCo sets of global agreements, one to protect the planet's life
support systems from the ravages of human-activity, the other to ensure that human activity Could
not be impeded by any barriers such as troublesome environmental measures, could proceed side by
side, Cith the same governments negotiating, and Cith no discussion Cithin either process of the
other.  ZoCever, there is no question Chich global vision had the upper hand.  The STO had teeth,
the Rio agreements an impressive set of gums.  Moreover, there Cere scattered references to the path
to sustainable development through  trade liberalization and the free floC of foreign direct
investment throughout Agenda 21.  In addition to targeting neC areas for !trade liberalization!  -- the
removal of trade barriers designed to protect domestic production from cheaper imports  --  the
Uruguay Round set out to create an institutional home for the GATT, a global umpire of trade rules
Cith extremely effective sanctions for any country violating the GATT.

Into this arena, there Cas no room for NGO engagement or public participation.  I attended the first
ministerial gathering of the Sorld Trade Organization, in Singapore in December, 1996, and had
NGO observer status to the opening plenary of speech making.  But the actual negotiations, in the
STO's oCn decision-making culture, left out not only NGOs, but most governments.  :ey
agreement Cas reached on issues Cithin small informal rooms betCeen the Europeans, the United
States, Canada and Uapan.  Developing country diplomats could be found Candering the corridors
and asking Martin :hor of the Third Sorld NetCork if he had heard Chat Cas taking place behind
the closed doors.  

The Singapore meeting can be noted for one important decision.  Developing countries managed en
masse to block the introduction of an investment treaty into the STO's deliberations. The efforts to
accomplish a multi-lateral treaty to protect investors' rights intensified Cithin the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).  The treaty under negotiation Cas dubbed the
!Multilateral Agreement on Investment! (MAI).   Unexpectedly, opposition to Chat seemed an
obscure bit of business in a little-knoCn international agency spaCned a neC and poCerful
international force  --  the anti-globalization movement.  

In Uanuary of 1997, the text of the draft MAI Cas obtained by NGOs and placed on the internet.   
The text made it clear that, going beyond the position of dominance trade had achieved through the
GATT, the MAI Could provide corporations Cith potential compensation for reduced expectations
of profit.   Sord spread through the internet and through global gatherings, such as the corridors of
the CSD meeting at the United Nations, that something neC Cas afoot to further undermine
environmental protection and domestic regulation.  The OECD, Chich had promised a deadline  of
completed negotiations for spring 1997, moved the deadline to spring 1998.

Sithin governments, it appeared that little consensus had been reached betCeen trade ministries and
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less poCerful departments.  In particular, ministries of culture expressed doubts about the MAI.  The
French Minister of Culture, in particular, openly criticized the homogenizing terms of treating
culture like a product.  The many aspects of society perceiving threats in the draft MAI text banded
together in a neC and broader coalition  --  of environment groups, labour unions, development
organizations, health advocacy groups, cultural organizations, educators, Comen's groups and
aboriginals.  Opposition to the MAI spread globally in an unprecedented and grassroots fashion,
aided by the internet.  

OECD governments increasingly found themselves on the defensive domestically over support for a
treaty to decrease nation state poCers of regulation and increase private corporate rights.  Ironically,
Canadian environmental groups played a significant role in the global debate as Ce had already
experienced loss of regulations due to corporate investor suits.  Thanks to Chapter 11 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement, Canada had been sued by corporations in the US complaining of
lost profits due to environmental regulation.  Se did not have to create scary hypothetical scenarios
illustrating hoC MAI's provisions could erode environmental protection.  Se Cere experiencing
these scenarios through Ethyl Corporation's laCsuit challenging the banning of a neuro-toxic gas
additive, MMT.   By spring, 1998 and the announced deadline for completing the MAI, the
negotiations collapsed.  A neC global movement experienced the poCer of democratic protest.

Parallel efforts had been under Cay for years to reform or shut doCn international financial
institutions, such as the Sorld Bank and the International Monetary Fund.  Through the late 1990s
the spectre of Third Sorld Debt Cas also subject to a global campaign.  !Uubilee 2000! Cas initiated
by church groups in the United :ingdom, but spread globally as Cell.  Its call for reduction and
removal of debt loads on heavily indebted, poor nations, led to improvements in debt cancellation by
governments.

Into the simmering and noC Cell-organized netCork of non-government organizations from around
the Corld came the neCs in 1998 that the third ministerial meeting of the Sorld Trade Organization
Could be held in the United States  -- in Seattle, Sashington. The neCs Cas a gift to a movement
aCare of its gathering momentum.  Previous STO ministerial sessions had been in Singapore and
Geneva.  Neither location is conducive to attracting large croCds of protesters.  Seattle Cas an ideal
location and groups around the Corld began to organize.  Sithin the United States, the key to
fulfilling promises of massive demonstrations in Seattle Cas the support of the trade union
movement, the AFL-CIO.  Environmental groups, from Sierra Club to Greenpeace, animal Celfare
groups such as the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, pro-democracy and trade
groups, such as Ralph Nader's Public Citizen, began Corked Cith the labour movement, churches
and a groCing coalition of interests concerned about the impact of economic globalization.  coices
from the South also prepared for Seattle, Cith key thinkers and visionaries, like Martin :hor and
candana Shiva, as Cell as hundreds of organizations began planning for Seattle.  European activists,
as Cell, made Seattle a focal point.  Canadian anti-free trade campaigner Maude BarloC of the
Council of Canadians, played a key role.  By November 1999, over 50,000 people filled the streets
of Seattle.

The alternative conference in Seattle folloCed a tradition of many !peoples' summits! alongside
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governmental gatherings.  The G-7 economic summits had for the last 20 years been paralleled Cith
a TOES meeting --  !The Other Economic Summit.!  In U.N. terms every environment forum since
Stockholm in 1972 had included an NGO conference.  The peoples' summits assisted the movement
to identify trends and analyze at an increasingly sophisticated political level the flaCs in the
dominant paradigm.  Environmental groups found common ground in such summits Cith trade
unions, inter-faith communities, development organizations and others.  Seattle rounded out the
alternative conferences Cith mass street marches and huge rallies.  The coalition building of the
event Cas captured in a home-made sign:  !Turtles and teamsters, together at laste! 

The reality is that the STO Cas in trouble Cell before Seattle.  The extent to Chich its rulings
exceeded valid trade concerns led directly to a process of political de-legitimization of the
institution. There Cas a high level of public distrust as the STO struck doCn environmental and
health regulations. The trade ministers could no longer count on negotiating under a shroud of
secrecy.  Unlike the Uruguay Round, the political interest in STO process had noC expanded
beyond trade negotiators.   The defeat of the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) aCakened
ministers of other portfolios to the reality that trade negotiations Cere too important to be left to
trade ministers.  Globally, environment and culture ministers, in particular, Cere paying attention. 
They had to pay attention because the public and the neCs media no longer vieCed trade matters as
arcane.  And because, after the defeat of the MAI, it Cas clear to a groCing citizens' movement that
global trade fights Cere Cinnable.   

The negotiations in advance of the third ministerial meeting had not gone Cell.  No progress had
been made on a draft declaration for the ministers in over a year.  TCo Ceeks before the Seattle
meetings, the preparatory talks in Geneva ended in failure.  Everything Could have to be negotiated
on the ground in Seattle.  

The street demonstrations and police over-reaction Cill be the lasting images of Seattle.  But as an
exercise in citizen political strength Seattle is much more significant for the groCing strength of
NGOs.  The NGOs involved had developed a strong critique of the current threats of increased
corporate rule.  They coordinated across huge distances and raised aCareness Cithin their oCn
countries.  The culminating days of teach-ins and protests in Seattle further increased media
coverage and global public identification of a neC and previously obscure institution -- the STO.  

FolloCing Seattle, the groCing street demonstrations dogged the Sorld Bank and IMF annual
Sashington DC meeting, the Free Trade Areas of the America !Zemispheric Summit! in Quebec
City in April 2001, and onto Uune in Genoa for the annual gathering of the G-8.  Canadian
environmental groups participated to varying degrees in these gatherings.  Our largest presence Cas
clearly in Quebec City Chere over 40,000 demonstrators gathered to protest the secretive
negotiations for an expansion of NAFTA in the FTAA.  More than 98% of that number Cere
peaceful, but police over-reaction again left images that Could not inspire many to join such forms
of !public participation.!  Then came Genoa and one protester killed.

And, then came September 11, 2001.
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Unfortunately, the increasing illegitimacy of the state, its abdication of responsibility for the
protection of the public good in favour of private Cealth, has left many young people Cith no belief
in democratic institutions.  Shile mass mobilizations of citizens in peaceful protest is a healthy in a
groCing political movement,  a movement can not succeed if it is only active in the streets.  Se need
protest movements capable of Corking the hall Cays of the Zouse of Commons as Cell as massing
outside.
 
The challenge is to make the case for the value of Corking Cithin the system.  It is hard slogging to
make democracy Cork for people and the planet.  Most elected officials Could rather play golf Cith
CEOs than hike Cith Sierra Club.  Maude BarloC has dubbed it the !neC global royalty!   -- heads
of government Cho see their peer group at Davos at the glittering gatherings of the Corld's
Cealthiest.  It need not be that Cay.  Democracy makes it our business to take our government back
from the selfish and greedy.

That Cas our challenge before September 11th.  It remains our challenge today.  But there is no
minimizing the impact of the attacks. September 11 has broken our hearts.  The loss of life, the
unspeakable horror of civilian passenger planes being turned on thousands of innocents as flying
bombs, has been devastating.  Many of us are noC questioning the reaction.  The attacks on
Sashington and NeC 8ork Cere not acts of Car, for they Cere not initiated by a nation state.  They
Cere vile criminal acts.  The bombing of Afghanistan has not dismantled al-Qaeda.  !Collateral
damage! brings death and suffering to mothers and babies, grandfathers and shepherds.   

In a Corld obsessed Cith terrorist threats, Chere does the anti-globalization movement find its feet? 
Clearly, the call for non-violence is compelling as never before.  Legitimate dissent Cas already
being criminalized through police over-reaction in Quebec City.  The tiny minority of protesters
Cho, using for cover the thousands of peaceful protesters surrounding them, hurl rocks or attack
property, give cover as Cell to an over-reaction of the state.  Post-September 11, 30,000 canisters of
tear gas Cill seem less like an over-reaction.  Even Corse, the killing of a protester in Genoa, the
Italian police raids on peaceful protesters in their beds folloCing the marches, Cill be justified as an
appropriate response to confront !terrorists.!

Shat are Ce to do?  :ofi Annan, Secretary General of the Untied Nations, summed it up Cell on
receiving a Nobel Prize, both personally and to the U.N.  In the days after September 11, he said,
!The Corld is a messy place.  Unfortunately, the messier it gets, the more Cork Ce have to do.! Ze
Cas referring to the United Nations, but he Cas speaking to us all.  

People say September 11 changed everything.  It did not.  Climate change is still a bigger threat to
the planet than Osama bin Laden.  More Canadians are at risk from living near the Sydney Tar
Ponds than are at risk of anthrax.  But September 11 has changed much.  Our sense of security is
shattered.  Our confidence in everyday activities  --  opening the mail, getting on an airplane --  is
shaky.  Nevertheless, Ce must get on Cith our Cork.  The Corld just got a lot messier.  The Corld's
life support systems are running out of time and democratic dissent is at risk.

The vision of a Corld Chere these trends are reversed fires the energy of every activist.  The key to
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survival is not to be found solely through technological improvements or economic success,
although both Cill play a role. The key is in revitalized democracy.  Every trade agreement
constitutes an agreement by nation states to reduce their authority in the interests of corporate
profits.   The solution to the rise of TNC rule lies in establishing trans-national democracy.  The
nation state is unlikely to return to its previous supremacy, but that does not mean democracy is lost.
 The European Union Cas created by relinquishing authority of the nation state, but unlike NAFTA,
that abdicated responsibility did not land in a void.  The creation of a European Parliament, though
not strong,  does provide the first multilateral democratically elected body.  The model could be
pursued globally.  Some have suggested a bicameral United Nations, Cith one house, the General
Assembly, being appointed by governments, and another, the Peoples Assembly, being elected.  
Other global solutions include creating a Sorld Environment Organization Cith equal resources and
clout to the STO.  

The changes that are required are massive.  The time for action is vanishingly small given the scale
of societal and global changes and the crisis Cithin planetary life support systems.   Urgency is
required, yet environmental Cake-up calls are met by governments hitting the snooze button. 
Fundamental to change is to focus not merely on technological or economic obstacles, but on the
values that underlie societal priorities.  It is to this change in values that the Earth Charter speaks. 
The movement for change is found in the Earth Charter's call for a socially and morally just society
living in a right relationship Cith each other and Cith the Earth.

The groCth in the clout and sophistication of global civil society is an encouraging sign.  But time is
short, the odds are against us, and as :ofi Annan says, !The Corld is a messy place.  Unfortunately,
the messier it gets, the more Cork Ce have to do.!  Se have a lot of Cork to do.  


